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Why the JAIC?

Responsibilities of JAIC

What does the JAIC do?

 Accelerate adoption

 Senior AI official

 Enhances and enables

 Warfighting support

 Maintain accounting

 At scale

 Industry & academic relationships

 Selects AI Solutions

 Education and learning

 Overcome/remove barriers

 Across services agencies components

 Provides foundational capabilities

& business processes

 Bridge the gap
 Lead governance

 Shared Lessons and Best Practices
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Implementation
Decision Engineering & Use Cases

Capabilities will Revolutionize DecisionMaking at Every Level of the DOD
 AI enabled capabilities are relevant to all.

 Industry & other solutions are available today, maturing
them for DOD use case implementation is where work is
required.

 AI is not Information Technology
 The JAIC exists to tackle implementation challenges and
drive transformation across the DOD.

 Achieving Enterprise will lead to smarter spending
and growth
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DEPARTMENT: Better Budget
Decision Making
SERVICES: Better Procurement
Decision Making
THEATER: Better Logistics
Decision Making
JOINT FORCE: Better Tasking of
Fires and Decision Making
TACTICAL: Better Route
Decision Making

Amplifying Human Abilities
Delegating high-level tasks to autonomy…
“Swarming alongside each manned aircraft
is a handful of small drone wingmen,
operating with minimal direction from the
accompanying pilot. They scout ahead to
map out targets, use electronic warfare
capabilities to jam enemy signals, and
launch their own missiles to carry out
airstrikes and destroy targets — multiplying
the effect a single pilot can have in battle.”
– Stephen Losey, Defense News, 15 February 2022
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Analogs from Industry
Waymo Operators monitory multiple cars at the same time…
“The key question for the profitability of
Waymo's rides is likely to be the ratio of
vehicles to operators. Waymo probably
can't turn a profit if there's an operator
for every vehicle. But the service
becomes more viable if one operator can
oversee multiple vehicles—perhaps two
or three at the outset, and eventually 10
or 20 vehicles per operator.”
– Timothy B. Lee, arsTechnica.com, 8 October 2020
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https://blog.waymo.com/2022/02

AI Adoption is Accelerating
Our systems need to be…

Dependable
Robust

• System should continue to perform well in a degraded environment

Resilient

• System should adapt to adverse conditions to continue to operate

Scalable

• System should scale with the mission

Secure
Trustworthy
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• System operates as required in real-world scenarios and
environments

•System should be able to resist adversaries from changing it behavior, or
extracting sensitive information from it

• Operators understand the system’s strengths and limitations

Implementing Responsible AI
Most AI-enabled systems will conduct background automation...
“With AI adoption skyrocketing as a result of the
pandemic…many say it’s moving too fast. That’s probably
because of current debate surrounding the ethics,
governance and regulation of AI. Many business leaders do
not have a view into what their organizations are doing to
control and govern AI and may fear risks are developing.”
– Traci Gusher, principal of artificial intelligence at KPMG, March 2021

The five DoD AI Ethical Principals:

Responsible
Reliable
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Equitable

Traceable

Governable

What does T&E get you?
• Quality assurance of a product throughout its
lifecycle
• Product evaluation from component level, to
stand-alone system, to integrated system, to
system-of-systems, including the human
• Comparison against requirements and
specifications through testing
• Progress assessment of design, performance,
mission accomplishment, reliability, survivability,
and many other aspects
https://xkcd.com/1838/
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High-Level Development Process
Feedback process provides continual capability improvements

Mission Requirements

AI Development

Testing and Evaluation

Testingfeedback
feedback
Testing

• Mission, ethics, and
Mission, user feedback
user feedback
New testing data
• New testing data

Integrated Testing  Schedule Delays
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Operations

T&E Process for AI-enabled Systems
Provide the necessary V&V though a sequential, tailorable process building out
from the AI tool to the operational capability through progressive testing,
simulation, and evaluation.
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• Metrics for effectiveness,
security, robustness and
responsible AI

• Reliability, functionality,
interoperability, and compatibility
of AI tool with system

• Testing within operationally
realistic environment
• Against a realistic adversary

• User interface and experience
Human System Integration

T&E Master Plan (TEMP) Template for AI
•

TEMP

•

Describes T&E requirements

•

Defines T&E activities

•

Coordinate with project stakeholders

•

AI TEMP

•

Integrate the AI T&E Framework into project’s test strategy

•

Questions to assist with T&E strategy development

Administrative /
Management

•Stakeholders
•Documentation and
Updates
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Mission
•Operators
•Environment
•Scenarios
•Threats

System
•Interfaces
•Capabilities

Data
•Format
•Labeling
•Management

Test Strategy
•AI Tool / Algorithm
•System Integration
•Human-Machine
•Operational
•Developmental

Resources
•Tools
•Test Sites

Modern Machine Learning is Brittle
We need to invest in Artificial Intelligence that knows when it does not know!
State of the art approaches can lack robustness to noise in the environment
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Characterize

Adversarial Attack

Noisy Inputs

AI Model Blind Spots

Out of Domain Uncertainty

In Domain Uncertainty

Tesla crashing into trucks

Digital “Invisibility Cloak”

Why would that be a problem?

T&E Progressive Testing Concept
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Integrity
Testing

Robustness

Confidence
Assessment

Resilience

Test the performance
on normal situation.

Asses performance on
Natural perturbation and
transformation

Asses Calibration &
Uncertainty Awareness

Perform adversarial
testing

Appropriate T&E Effort
Risk to life, privacy, and mission should shape the level of AI T&E applied
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CUI

T&E Factory Toolbox MVP

Objective: Develop an MVP for AI Assuredness Agnostic Agile Toolbox leveraging SOTA
innovations from R&D in government, academia, and industry.
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CUI

Human System Integration (HSI)
HSI is about preserving and enhancing performance
• Offloading warfighter work to AI doesn’t make HSI
less important.
• It makes it more important than ever
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T&E Strategy Actions Summary Table
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Calibrating Trust
Trust is a person's belief that something can be depended on in
Calibrated Trust occurs when the warfighter’s operational reliance aligns with the
vulnerable or uncertain situations. The critical outcome of trust is
system performance for a given context.
reliance, which is the behavioral, continued use of a system.
Calibrated
Trust

Over-Trust

Under-Trust

Tasks

Environments

System performance
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Warfighter’s trust and subsequent reliance on the system

Quality HSI drives both
effective and ethical employment
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Call to Action
Responsible AI means continual assessment of AI-enabled systems

• Software-intensive systems stretch current T&E processes to their limits
• Expect dynamic AI-enabled systems to:
• Exacerbate existing shortfalls
• Pose novel challenges
• We need to integrating T&E continuously throughout the system lifecycle,
including during acquisition and sustainment.
• Question: HSI and Responsible AI are:
 stages,  done,  threads of a continuous T&E process
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Bottom Line
• T&E is an opportunity for asymmetric
advantage in the AI arena.
• DoD does not need to be fastest—we should
develop fast enough and better.
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Where do you fit?
Academia

Industry

Services

COCOMs
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DoD Technology
Organizations

Questions?
https://ai.mil
@DoDJAIC #JAIC

DoD Joint Artificial Intelligence Center
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